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A Multichannel Array-Driven Scanner
With Low Thermal EMF
Lushuai Qian, Yaqiong Fu, Zhengkun Li, Cunkai Zhang, and Le Chen

Abstract— In this paper, a multichannel array-driven scanner
with low thermal electromotive force (EMF) is proposed for
precision electrical measurement. Three novel approaches are
adopted to decrease the thermal EMF of the scanner and
improve its stability. An array-type control and detection system
is proposed to realize the closed-loop control of the relays, which
can effectively simplify the control circuit and improve the
control efficiency. The experimental results show that the thermal
EMFs of all the channels are in the range from −11 to 17 nV
with the Type A uncertainties varying from 1 to 2 nV. Further
experiments indicate that the Allan deviation of the shorted
channel of the scanner is less than 10−9 V in the sampling time
from 10 s to 36 h.
Index Terms— Allan deviation (AD), array driven, relay based,
scanner, thermal electromotive force (EMF).

I. I NTRODUCTION

L

OW thermal electromotive force (EMF) scanner is a
precision measurement auxiliary device, which has been
widely used in metrology field and testing industry, mainly
for the construction of automatic measurement or calibration
systems of precision resistor, voltage, and temperature [1].
In principle, the existing low thermal EMF scanners can be
divided into two types. For the first type, the low-potential
rotating switches of the scanner are driven by stepper motors
to realize the channel switching [2], [3]. The second type
scanner uses the matching relay as an actuator for channel
switching [4]. Due to the influences of the contact material
and the working characteristics of the relay, the relay-based
scanner cannot catch up the band switch-based scanner in
thermal EMF and stability [5]–[7]. In 1999, researchers from
Data Proof company and the National Institute of Standard
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and Technology proposed a guarded scanner using the splittype latching relay in which all the contacts were gold plated.
The typical thermal offsets of all the channels of the guarded
scanner were less than 20 nV [8]. However, the split-type
latching relay is not commercially available, and hence, it is
a big challenge to get a metrological scanner with the commercial relays. Up to now, the typical and maximum thermal
EMF of an advanced commercial scanner can, respectively,
reach 20 and 50 nV with a standard deviation of less than
20 nV [9]–[11]. The relay control circuit in the advanced
commercial scanner is mainly made up of two parts. One is
the decoding circuit, which is used for converting the serial
control signal into the parallel control signal, and the other is
the drive circuit, which amplifies the parallel control signal to
actuate the relays. In this case, a large number of decoders
and drivers are required and the heat disturbance is inevitable.
Besides, in each channel of the scanner, the terminals, wires,
and solders also have some contributions to the total thermal
EMF. Consequently, for a low thermal EMF scanner, a low
thermal EMF relay is not enough and it is necessary to seek
for some special techniques to obtain an expected low thermal
EMF scanner.
A precision resistor load coefficient calibration system was
established at the National Institute of Metrology (NIM)
in 2012. To realize the batch calibration and get a high efficiency, a multichannel array-driven scanner with low thermal
EMF is proposed. The magnetic latching relay (TX2-L2-5V
from Panasonic [12]) is selected in the proposed scanner. The
contacts of the relay are made of Ag + Au clad material so that
the contact potential is as low as nanovolt level and maintains
a good stability. Moreover, a pulse current is needed only to
actuate the relay, so the heat disturbance coming from the
control coils is so small that it can be neglected. Besides, three
methods are proposed to further decrease the thermal EMF and
improve the stability. First, a terminal selection and matching
method is proposed to reduce the thermal EMF caused by
the heterogeneity of the terminals. Second, a mechanical
connection method is proposed to reduce the contact potential
introduced by the solders and wires, and a thermal insulation
structure is used to balance the temperature field around
the electrical connection points. Third, a power management
method is designed to decrease the disturbance caused by the
heat effect of the current inside the isothermal box, and thus, it
can improve the stability of the scanner. In addition, an arraytype control and detection system is proposed to achieve the
closed-loop control of the relays. Compared with the existing
commercial scanners, the number of the decoders and drivers
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Fig. 1.

Functional diagram of the array-driven scanner.

Fig. 2.

Simplified model of each channel.

Fig. 3.

Structure of the terminal selection and matching method.

is greatly reduced, and the control and detection efficiency is
significantly increased. The experimental results indicate that
the performance of the proposed scanner is superior to the
one without a multichannel array in terms of thermal EMF
and stability, especially for Type A uncertainty. The functional diagram of the proposed array-driven scanner is shown
in Fig. 1.
II. T HERMAL EMF S OURCES
The array-driven scanner is designed for the precision resistor load coefficient calibration system whose main calibration
object is the four-terminal resistor. Thus, the thermal EMF
mentioned in this paper is limited to the parasitic potential
generated at the signal channel between the two potential (P)
terminals. Since the contacts of the relay are made of Ag + Au
clad material, the terminals are made of gold-plated copper
and the wires are made of copper. As a result, the signal
channel is composed of different materials. A thermocouple is
constituted when the movable contact and stationary contact of
the magnetic latching relay are brought into contact (as shown
in Fig. 2). Furthermore, the tin–lead solder introduces a
number of complex thermocouples. As we know, all the wires
and the terminals of the signal channel can be regarded as
intermediate conductors with no thermal EMF involved [13]
when there is no temperature gradient between the connection
points and the signal channel is well symmetric. However,
there will be uneven temperature field around the control coils
of the relays caused by the working current. Besides, the
temperature gradients between the connection points always
exist in the actual working conditions due to the disturbance
of the power supplies and external environment. In summary,
the thermal EMF within one channel is the sum of the parasitic
potential produced by each implicit thermocouple [14]. Thus,
the methods to reduce the thermal EMF can be concluded to
the following three points:
1) minimizing the temperature gradients between the
electrical connection points;
2) minimizing the introduction of the third party metal;
3) maximizing the symmetry of the signal channel.
III. A PPROACHES TO R EDUCE THE T HERMAL EMF
Since the thermal EMF reduction strategies can be concluded to three aspects, a combination of several measures

can be used in the design to decrease the amplitude of the
thermal EMF. These are described in the following sections.
A. Terminal Selection and Matching Method
A terminal selection and matching method is proposed to
reduce the thermal EMF caused by the heterogeneity of the
terminals. Measurement results of the traditional scanner show
that the consistency of the thermal EMFs of different channels
cannot be well maintained even the elements and the welding
process are exactly the same. The experimental results also
prove that the fluctuation of the thermal EMF caused by the
heterogeneity of the terminals may even be up to 100 nV.
In order to solve this problem, a terminal selection
and matching method is proposed. As shown in Fig. 3,
terminal A1 is randomly selected as a benchmark and all the
remaining terminals ( A2 – An ) are shorted with A1 in proper
order by a mechanical method. In order to simulate the actual
working state, all the terminals are installed on a simplified
isothermal box. All the electrical connection points of the
terminals are located inside the box. The temperature inside
the simplified isothermal box is defined as T0 and the external
temperature is defined as T1 . Moreover, the detection polarity
reversal method mentioned in Section V is adopted to calculate
the thermal EMFs of different pairs of terminals. To eliminate
the disturbance from the heat effect, a delay of 60 s is needed
after the manual wiring during the measurement process.
After testing all the terminals, we can get
E A1 A2 (T1 , T0 ), E A1 A3 (T1 , T0 ) . . . E A1 An (T1 , T0 ).

(1)
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Fig. 4. Change curves of (a) internal temperature and (b) external temperature
of the scanner for 8 h.

3

Fig. 5. Detailed view of the thermal insulation structure and the mechanical
connection method: isothermal box, terminal, relay, acrylic material screw,
and U-shaped clamp terminal can be seen.

As

(2)

connection points in the signal channel is decreased with no
solder involved. In this way, the overall thermal EMF can be
greatly reduced.

(3)

C. Power Management Method and
Optocoupler Isolation Module

E Ai A j (T1 , T0 ) = E A1 A j (T1 , T0 )
− E A1 Ai (T1 , T0 ) . . . , 1 < i, j ≤ n.
If
E A1 Ai (T1 , T0 ) = E A1 A j (T1 , T0 ).
Then
E Ai A j (T1 , T0 ) = 0.

(4)

In this case, Ai and A j are the ideal paired combination.
Finally, all the obtained measurement results are sorted in the
ascending way and most terminals can be matched except a
few nonideal ones.
B. Thermal Insulation Structure and
Mechanical Connection Method
A thermal insulation structure is used to balance the temperature field around the electrical connection points, and
thus, it can reduce the thermoelectric potential in the channel.
An isothermal box is mounted inside the scanner to enclose
all the relays and electrical connection points. A layer of highdensity sponge is also attached around the isothermal box
for further heat insulation. Two temperature sensors were put
inside and outside of the scanner, respectively. Measurement
results (Fig. 4) show that the variation of the internal temperature can track the external one and the attenuation coefficient is
about 1/5 in a lag time about 30 min. Therefore, a conclusion
can be obtained that the thermal time constant of the box is
Tc = −30 min/ln (1 − 1/5) = 134 min.
In the traditional scanner, a number of complex thermocouples are involved because the terminals and the relay boards
are connected by the wires and the solders. Consequently,
a mechanical connection method is proposed to reduce the
contact potential introduced by the wires and the solders.
As shown in Fig. 5, the electrical connection point of the
terminal is tightly clamped on the relay board by an acrylic
material screw after passing through a microphone-shaped
pad. The U-shaped clamp terminal fixed in the relay board
provides the screw with the required support force. With the
mechanical connection method, the number of the electrical

An independent power supply module is designed for the
low thermal EMF scanner. Since the power of the arraytype control and detection system will be cutoff once the
channel is successfully switched, the disturbance caused by
the heat effect of the current in the isothermal box can be
decreased as much as possible. Moreover, the main controller
and the array-type control and detection system are isolated
by the optocoupler isolation module, which enhances the
anti-interference ability of the key modules and ensures the
accuracy of signal transmission.
IV. A RRAY-T YPE C ONTROL AND D ETECTION
S YSTEM FOR R ELAYS
The adopted relay has two pairs of switch contacts with
synchronous action. One is used to change the electrical signal
of the input terminals and the other is used for indicating the
current state of the relay. Meanwhile, the closing and clearing
actions of the contacts are controlled by two individual coils.
An array-type control system is developed to effectively
simplify the control circuit, improve the control efficiency, and
reduce the introduction of the thermal effects. In the traditional
scanner, the utilization rate of the relay drivers is not so high.
A total of 64 drivers and their corresponding decoders are
needed to control 128 relays. Therefore, the number of the
chips in control circuit is considerable and the introduced
thermal disturbance is inevitable. With the array-type control
system, only 16 drivers are needed and no decoders involved
to control the same number of relays. As shown in Fig. 6, the
closing control coils of the four relays in one channel form a
coil cell and the four clearing control coils form another one.
Thus, every four relays contain two cells. Note that each coil
is connected with a diode before parallel connected so as to
prevent the reflux of the control signal. As a consequence,
all the 128 relays in the array contain 64 cells, which
are arranged in a matrix of eight rows by eight columns.
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Fig. 6.
Details of the array-type control system for relays. The relay
array consists of 128 relays, and only a part of them are shown here. The
black rectangle and the white rectangle inside the relay model represent the
two control coils.
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Fig. 8. Overview of the scanner: communication board, controller, interaction
board, relay boards, and isothermal box are visible.

Fig. 7. Details of the array-type detection system for relays. The relay array
consists of 128 relays, and only a part of them are shown here.

The eight-row control terminals and the eight-column control terminals are connected to PNP- and NPN-type drivers,
respectively. Thus, every cell can be controlled by properly
combining the row control signals and the column control
signals.
To make sure that the scanner is working as expected, an
array-type detection system depending on progressive scan
is designed to detect the real-time states of all the relays.
The LED lights are used to indicate the current states of the
relays in the traditional scanner. Since the states of the relays
are monitored by manual method, it is very inconvenient to
identify the relay failures, especially in the remote control.
The array-type detection system can be a good solution to
solve the problem. The current states of all the relays are
feedback to the main controller by means of progressive
scan in the array-driven scanner. As shown in Fig. 7, the
undetected contacts of two relays form a contact cell by a
series connection. Thus, every four relays in one channel
contain two cells. The two cells are set up in one channel
to narrow the scope of inspection when some relays are
invalid. All the 64 cells are arranged in a matrix of eight
rows by eight columns. During the detecting process, the scan
signal generated by the controller enters the row detection
terminals of the relay array after an 8-bit serial-in/parallel-out
shift register. Logic level 0 or 1 will be generated at the
corresponding column detection terminals and all the detection
results will be fed back to the controller through the 8-bit

Fig. 9.
Thermal EMF measurement structure for scanner. P: potential
terminals. C: current terminals. H: high terminal. L: low terminal. A: output
channel A. B: output channel B.

parallel-in/serial-out shift register. A correct detection result
will be accepted if the four relays in the selected channel have
closed simultaneously. According to the detection results, the
system will automatically judge whether all the relay actions
are working correctly.
In this way, the closed-loop control of relays is achieved
to ensure the accuracy of channel switching. The internal
structure of the scanner is shown in Fig. 8.
V. E VALUATION AND A NALYSIS
The thermal EMF was measured by an Agilent 34420A
digital voltmeter (DVM), which was configured with a 1-mV
range and ten power line cycles to get the 6(1/2) digits
resolution with filter OFF. All experiments were carried out in
a shielded room at the NIM. The temperature of the shielded
room was set at 20 °C with a stability of ±0.5 °C. The
measurement setup is shown in Fig. 9. All the input P terminals
of the scanner were shorted together, and the output P terminals of channel A or B were connected to the high and low
polarity terminals of the ch1 of the DVM, respectively. The
detection polarity reversal method was adopted to calculate
the thermal EMF to eliminate the offset voltage introduced
by the DVM and overcome the asymmetry in the reading
between the positive and negative polarity positions [6], [15].
The measuring steps are as follows: 1) V+1 was measured at
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Fig. 10.
Measured thermal EMFs of the 32 outputs of (a) array-driven scanner and (b) NIM-I scanner. Channel Nos. 1–16: channels A1–A16.
Channel Nos. 17–32: channels B1–B16. Blue squares: mean value of five consecutive measurements in the first experiment. Red disks: mean value of
five consecutive measurements obtained by repeating the first experiment after five days. Uncertainty bars: Type A uncertainty (standard deviation of the mean
at k = 1).

the normal polarity for 25 s; 2) V−1 and V−2 were measured
at the later reverse polarity for 50 s; and 3) another 25 s at
the normal polarity again to get V+2 . The average value in
every 25 s was printed as the single measurement result to
reduce the typical noise introduced by the input cables of the
DVM. Finally, the EMF can be determined by the following
equation:
U = ((V+1 + V+2 )/2 − (V−1 + V−2 )/2)/2.

(5)

Notably, additional time is needed to eliminate the disturbance from the heat effect of the channel switching and the
manual wiring. A delay of 5 s after channel switching and a
delay of 60 s after manual wiring were set before the data
acquisition process in the measurement software.
A. Analysis of the Repeatability Measurement Results
Experiments have been carried out to evaluate the performance of the repeatability of each channel. The thermal EMFs
of the scanner were measured in the method of repeating
five times a scan of one measure over the 32 channels.
The results of the first experiment [Fig. 10(a)] show the mean

value of the five consecutive measurements with an associated
Type A uncertainty (standard deviation of the mean at k = 1).
It shows that the thermal EMFs of all the channels never
exceed 20 nV with the Type A uncertainties below 1 nV.
To evaluate the stability and repeatability of the scanner,
the same experiment was repeated after five days. It shows
a similar result as the previous one. The thermal EMFs of
all the 32 channels range from −11 to 17 nV with the
Type A uncertainties varying from 1 to 2 nV. Comparing the
results of the two experiments, it can be found that the whole
distributions of the thermal EMFs of the two experiments
are approximately the same. The tiny variations of the mean
value and the standard deviation at the nanovolt level can be
attributed to the slight changes of the external environment.
It is a normal phenomenon for the relay-based scanner.
To compare the thermal EMF and stability of the scanners
with and without the multichannel array, a scanner (NIM-I)
was chosen as the compared object. The NIM-I scanner
is the previous version of the array-driven scanner and it
refers to the traditional design method of the mainstream
commercial scanner. The same commercial relays, the same
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Fig. 11. AD versus sampling time for the shorted DVM in (a) and (b) two
independent experiments with the DVM in filter OFF condition.
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Fig. 12.
AD versus sampling time for the (a) shorted DVM and the
(b) output channel A of the input shorted scanner with the DVM in
filter OFF condition.

terminals, and the same processing technology were adopted in
the array-driven scanner and the NIM-I scanner. However, the
NIM-I scanner does not have the multichannel array. In order
to compare the two scanners intuitively, the same experiments
were carried out to evaluate the thermal EMF and stability of
the NIM-I scanner. The results [Fig. 10(b)] indicate that the
thermal EMFs of all the channels are in the range
from −65 to 30 nV except the channel B4, and the Type A
uncertainties range from 4 to 12 nV. Comparing the arraydriven scanner with the NIM-I scanner, the performance of
the array-driven scanner is superior to the NIM-I scanner in
terms of thermal EMF and stability, especially for Type A
uncertainty.
B. Analysis of the Stability in Continuous Measurement
Since the load coefficient calibration process of the precision
resistor usually takes a very long time, it is necessary to study
the stability of the scanner in the continuous measurement.
Fig. 11 shows two log–log plots of the Allan deviation (AD)
(square root of the Allan variance [16]) for the shorted
DVM in two independent experiments, which, respectively,
contains a series of 14 400 points acquired in 8 h with a
sampling period of 2 s. Fig. 11(a) shows that the AD varies
as τ −1/2 within sampling time τ from 2 to 500 s, which corresponds to the white noise introduced by the DVM [17]. The
1/ f noise floor of 0.27 nV is achieved at the sampling time
longer than 500 s. After the time point τ ≈ 3200 s, AD is
influenced by a period perturbation, which can be attributed
to the temperature fluctuation in the laboratory. Notably, the
AD at τ0 (2 s) in the first experiment (5.367 nV), caused by
the typical noise between the two input cables of the DVM, is
consistent with the data in the datasheet of the 34420A [18].
The same experiment was repeated after two days.
It shows that the AD of Fig. 11(b) is nearly identical to that
of Fig. 11(a), which indicates that the tiny changes of the
external environment do not affect the stability of the DVM
in the long-term measurement.
Fig. 12 shows the AD of the shorted DVM and the output
channel A of the input shorted scanner in 36 h. It shows that
the corresponding values of Fig. 12(a) and (b) are almost the

Fig. 13.
AD versus sampling time for the (a) shorted DVM and the
(b) output channel A of the input shorted scanner with the DVM in
filter ON condition.

same from 2 to 40 s, which demonstrates that the white noise
in the scanner measurement mainly originates from the DVM.
After the time point τ ≈ 40 s, the values of Fig. 12(b) are
bigger than those of Fig. 12(a), which means that the noise
introduced by the scanner is gradually emerging. Finally, the
1/ f noise introduced by the DVM is maintained at 0.27 nV
and the 1/ f noise caused by the DVM and the scanner is
maintained at 0.58 nV at the sampling time longer than 2000 s.
The sudden change of AD around τ ≈ 43 200 s in the
two experiments can be attributed to some disturbances in the
lab, which cannot be predicted.
In order to evaluate the stability of the scanner, another
repeat experiment was conducted with the DVM configured with filter ON and the τ0 is 10 s. The experimental
results (Fig. 13) indicate that the ADs of both experiments
increase with the sampling time below 30 s. This is because
the digital filter function of the DVM slows down its own
measurement rate and the sampling frequency is too high [19].
As the digital filter function of the DVM has averaged the
white noise, the AD does not vary as τ −1/2 anymore within
the sampling time from 30 to 500 s. However, we can still
draw the conclusion that the AD of the scanner is less
than 10−9 V in the sampling time from 10 s to 36 h.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
The disadvantages of the relay in terms of the thermal EMF
and stability can be overcome by three novel improvements
proposed in this paper. The evaluation results show that the
thermal EMFs of all the channels range from −11 to 17 nV
with the Type A uncertainties ranging from 1 to 2 nV.
Moreover, the closed-loop control of the relays is realized
with an array-type control and detection system, which greatly
improves the efficiency of channel switching. Therefore, the
overall performance of the array-driven scanner is better than
the band switch-based scanner. It can be applied in most
precision measurement systems and can also satisfy most
calibration purpose. Its long-term reliability and repeatability
will be studied in the future.
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